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Out of ideas, no-fi garage bands? Well, when it doubt, simply play 60s loungeOut of ideas, no-fi garage bands? Well, when it doubt, simply play 60s lounge

pop songs through amps made of asbestos. Instant retro psych-wave cool!pop songs through amps made of asbestos. Instant retro psych-wave cool!

Take Belgrade’s Dogs In Kavala, who got together in 2016, found the ‘AndyTake Belgrade’s Dogs In Kavala, who got together in 2016, found the ‘Andy

Williams Buried Head First In Cement’ buttons on their Marshalls and wroteWilliams Buried Head First In Cement’ buttons on their Marshalls and wrote

2017 single ‘Boje’, probably in less time than it takes to play it. And does it2017 single ‘Boje’, probably in less time than it takes to play it. And does it

sound cool? Too fucking right it does. It sounds like boho motorbikesound cool? Too fucking right it does. It sounds like boho motorbike

subversion opium sex incarnate.subversion opium sex incarnate.

It’s not DIK’s only flavour, however. ‘Hvala što postojiš’ is pure Nuggets psych garage

right down to the guitar riffs seemingly dipped in liquid acid, while ‘San U Snu’ is The

Doors’ ‘Break On Through (To The Other Side)’ being strapped to the back of MC5’s

revved-up road racer and driven at speed through the slums of Narnia. Make no

mistake, since it shuns technology at the very core of its sonic ideology, there is

absolutely nowhere that this sort of music can go, but it remains a fabulous stagnant

swamp to sink into.
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3 pesme  download  share
by Dogs in Kavala

3.  San u snu 00:00 / 07:07

 

-- Words: Steven Kline
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